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Abstract 
Sharp error bounds for interpolating splines in tension with variable tension parameters are considered. Error bounds 
given are the best possible ones in the limit case of the tension parameter p, that is for linear (p + co) and cubic (p + 0) 
spline. Error bounds sharper than those previously published are also developed for derivatives. 
Keywords: Spline in tension; Interpolation; Fundamental splines 
1. Introduction 
Let n be an arbitrary partition of the interval [0, 11: 0 = x0 < x1 < ... < x, = 1. Spline in 
tension s satisfies 
s’4’(X)-PIFsn(X)=0 VXE(Xi,Xi+i), i=O,...,n-1, 
h; 
(1.1) 
where hi = xi+1 - Xi and pi 2 0 is a tension parameter associated with this subinterval. The names 
“spline in tension” and “tension parameter” come from the classical Euler-Bernoulli model of an 
elastic beam subjected to tensile forces [9]. 
For f E C2 [O, l] n;_Y; C4[ Xi, Xi+ 1) we shall consider two kinds of spline in tension interpolants; 
first, a local interpolant s E C ’ 10, l] with prescribed s(xi), s’(xi), i = 0, . . . , n called Hermite spline in 
tension and, second, an interpolant s E C2 [0, l] with prescribed s(xi), i = 0, . . . , n satisfying bound- 
ary conditions of 
Type I: s’(0) =f’(O), s’(1) =f’(l) 
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or 
Type II: s”(0) =f”(O), s”(1) =f”(l). 
For tension parameters pi = 0, spline in tension reduces to a cubic spline. It is known that a cubic 
spline interpolating convex data need not be convex, but by increasing tension parameters in 
tension splines the interpolating curve can be straightened and extraneous inflection points 
removed without adding any additional knots. The idea was introduced in 1966 by Schweikert [9], 
and since then most articles related to spline in tension deal with this problem. There are only a few 
papers dealing with the interpolation error for spline in tension. Hermite interpolation is described 
in [S, 51, and in [7] it is shown that the order of convergence follows the limit properties of spline in 
tension, i.e., for small tension parameters order of convergence is four. A given estimate grows 
boundlessly when tension parameters tend to infinity. 
In [5] this result is in the same way extended to the third derivative. A stronger bound for 
interpolation error is given in [3], but this approach does not lead to a bounded error estimate for 
derivatives when tension parameters vary from zero to infinity. We have obtained the error 
estimates for interpolant and its derivatives that are stronger than those given in [7,5,3], and yield 
optimal error bounds in the limit cases. The authors believe that the estimates involving exact 
behavior of the error with respect to the tension parameters can be usefully employed in proving 
higher order convergence rates in collocation methods for singular boundary value problems, and 
in speeding up convergence of various shape preserving algorithms. 
Let us define differential operators JZY and & 
Jdif(x) =f”(X) - 0 ; 2f(x), I 
-&f(x) = 0 ; 2f”(X) -f(x), XE[XiyXi+l)y i=O,...,n-1 I 
and A” and 2”: 
_/#lf = &?q” 
Note that 2 and 
and J?‘j = Jf”. 
2” are defined only for pi > 0. According to (l.l), s is spline in tension if it 
satisfies J%“‘s = 0 (&“s = 0 for pi > 0). A” is convenient for small tension parameter, i.e., when 
spline in tension approaches cubic spline whereas J?” is more appropriate for large tension 
parameters, i.e., when spline in tension approaches linear spline (s” = 0). 
The main results are error bounds for Hermite spline and C2 spline in tension, given in the next 
two theorems. 
Theorem 1.1. Let f E C’ [0, l] fly:,’ C4 [xi, x i + 1 ), and let u be its Hermite spline in tension interpo- 
lant. Then fir all x E [xi, xi+ 1 ] the following estimates hold true: 
If”‘(X) - U(‘)(X)1 < hf-‘C,(pi) 11 Pf IIm, Y = 0, 1,2,3, 
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where 
G(P) = 
ip cash ip - sinh &I 
2p3 cash $p ’ (1.2) 
C 
2 
(p) = 2(3p cash $p - sinh $p) + (sinh $p - $p) 
p2 sinh ip , 
C,(p) = ;. 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
Theorem 1.2. Let s be the C2 interpolating spline in tension for f E C2 [0, l] n;:,’ C4 [Xi, Xi+ 1), 
satisfying boundary conditions of Type I or Type II. The following estimates are true for all 
XE C%,xi+lJ: 
1 f(I)(x) - s(“)(x)1 < hf-’ C,(pi) + G,(pi)‘max ’ 
h; j 
s( .- tanhgpj) 
pTzpJ 11 I[~Y”fll, U.6) 
If"'(X) -s”‘(x)( < hf-’ pfCr(pi) + G,(pi)tmax :($pj- tanhipj) 11 IIJ"f Ilrn, U-7) i j J 
r = 0, 1,2,3, where Cr are defined by (1.2)-(1.5) and G, are given by 
tanh $p 
GAP) = y-7 (1.8) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
G3(p) = p3 
p-2tanhfp’ 
(1.11) 
For pi = 0 in (1.6), (pi --) cc in (1.7)) the interpolation error for cubic (linear) spline is obtained. 
The constants in these limit cases are the best possible: & for the cubic spline [4] and 4 for the 
linear spline CZ]. However, this is not true for the estimates of derivatives which yield A($!$ + $j) 
for the cubic and Q for the linear spline, whereas it is known that optimal constants are & for the 
cubic and 4 for the linear spline. 
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2. Hermite spline in tension 
By the local property of Hermite spline in tension we may consider an interval [O, h], and use the 
techniques in [l] to prove Theorem 1.1. 
Let u be the Hermite spline in tension interpolant to f E C4 [0, h] with tension parameter p. 
Interpolation conditions u(0) =f(O), u’(O) =f’(O), u(h) =f(h), u’(h) =f’(h), and M”u = 0 imply 
that the error function e =f- u is the solution of the boundary value problem 
JZ”e = g, (2.1) 
e(0) = e’(0) = e(h) = e’(h) = 0, (2.2) 
where g = Mf: If G(x, y) is the Green’s function for the boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2), then 
e(‘)(x) = 
s 
hZG 
o z (x, Y) &WY) dy, r = 0, L&3; 
whence 
If”‘(x) - u(‘)(x)I < ib” 1 g (~3 Y)I dy II d”f II a,. (2.3) 
In order to keep the proof clear, in the text that follows we assume that tension parameters pi are 
strictly positive, and treat the case pi = 0 as the limiting case. 
2.1. Green s function 
After some calculation [6] Green’s function and its derivatives can be expressed as 
srW,Y/h)9 for x < y, 
(-l)‘g,(l-x/h,l-y/h), for x>y, 
for r = 0, 1,2, 3, 
where 
K= h3 
4p3 sinhip ($p cash ip - sinh fp)’ 
a(y) = cash p - 1 - ~(1 - y) sinh p + cash ~(1 - y) - cash py, 
b(Y) = ~(1 - y)(coshp - 1) - sinhp + p + sinhpy + sinhp(1 - y) - pcoshp(1 - y), 
g&y) = i [a(y)(sinhpx - px)(‘) + b(y)(coshpx - l)@)], r = 0, 1,2, 3. 
One proves easily that 
a(y)<0 and b(y)>,O, Y E co, 11, 
and 
a(1) = a’(1) = b(1) = b’(1) = 0. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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To estimate (d’G/dx’(x, y)( we must find zeroes of g,(x, y) in (2.8) for x < y, x, y E [0, 11. 
Let c3(z) = g3 (j(l - z), _3(1 - z)), or, explicitly 
c3(z) = 2 sinh’ 4p + 2 sinh+p sinh $pz - pcosh ip sinh $pz 
- pz sinh *p cash ipz - ip(sinh p - sinh pz). 
It also follows that 
cj (z) = +p2 [ cash jpz (cash fpz - cash ip) + sinh ipz ( sinh 4pz - z sinh ip)] 
is an even function of z. 
209 
Lemma 2.1. Function 
j”(z) = sinh +pz - z sinh fp 
satisfies 
f(x) 60 for ZE(- co, -l]u[O,l] and f(z)>0 forzE(-l,O)u(l, 00). 
Local minimum is at 
ZQ = - zarccosh(isinhip). 
Proof. Since f’ is odd, we can consider only z 2 0. From f(0) =f(l) = 0 and the fact that f is 
convex 
f”(z) = $p’ sinh 
we conclude that 
4pz > 0 for z 2 0, 
f(z) G 0 for x E [O, l] and f(x) > 0 for x > 1. 
The point of minimum is the positive solution of the equation 0 =f’(z) = (ip)cosh(ipz) 
- sinh (5~). 17 
Since cosh(ipz) - cosh(ip) Q 0 for z E [O, 11, it follows from Lemma 
and because of c3 ( - 1) = 0, it is negative for z E [ - 1, 11; whence 
g3(x, x) < 0 for x E [O, 11. 
2.1 that c3 is decreasing, 
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As b(y) 2 0 is nonnegative and tanh px strictly increasing, we have 
93 (x9 Y) 
- = U(Y) + b(Y) 
sinh PY 93 (y, Y) 
cash px -ga(Y)+b(Y)cashpy=- cash px cash py GO for x dy, 
i.e., 
g3(x,y)GO forxdy. 
For x E [0, f] 
g2 (x, 2x) = p sinh $p (1 - 2x) [ (1 - 4x) sinh $p - sinh ip (1 - 4x)]. 
Lemma 2.1 for z = 1 - 4x implies that the factor in [ ] is negative for x E [& $1. Since 
ag2 
x(x,y)=pg3(x,y)GO forx<y, 
g2 (*, y) is decreasing, whence 
g2(x,x)<g2(fx,x)<0 forxE [+,l]. 
The same is true for x E CO,*] by symmetry of g2 : g2 (x, x) = g2 (1 - x, 1 - x). 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Inequalities g2(0, y) = b(y) > 0, g2(y, y) < 0 and (2.13) imply that for all y E (0, 1) there is 
a unique x satisfying g2 (x, y) = 0. For a fixed x let 
k(Y) = g2(x, Y), YE cx, 11. 
Derivatives are given by 
d:(y) = u’(y) sinh px + b'(y) cash px, 
d:‘(y) = 2p2 sinh $p (1 - 2y) sinh ip (sinh px - fp cash px) 
+ 2p2 cash jp (1 - 2y) cash px (sinh pp - 4p cash fp) 
= sinh ip (1 - 2y)a(x) + cash ip (1 - 2y)fi(x). 
Since d:’ has a unique zero, equation d:(y) = 0 has at most two solutions. (2.10) implies that y = 1 is 
one solution. The function 
f(x) = $ d:’ (1) = (sinh p - p) cash px - (cash p - 1) sinh px 
has a unique zero 
x0 = 1 arctanh EL”, 1; . 
P 
Monotonicity of tanh x, and inequalities 
(2.15) 
tanh pxo - tanh ip = 
sinh ip - ip cash ip 
sinh2 ip cash fp 
< 0, 
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and 
tanh pxo - tanh $p = 
sinhfp-&p,O 
sinh2 fp ’ 
imply that 4 d x0 < 4. 
Note that d:‘(l) > 0 for x < x0, and d,” (1) < 0 for x > x0. For x < x0, d, is decreasing in the 
neighborhood of y = 1, and d,(y) > 0. Since d,(x) < 0, there exists a unique y E (x, 1) such that 
d,(y) = 0. Should there be two different zeroes in (x, 1) together with y = 1 they would make three. 
This implies that d: would have at least two zeroes at (x, l), and with y = 1 at least three. This 
contradicts the fact that d: has at most two zeroes. 
For x > x0, function d, is locally increasing in the neighborhood of y = 1, and d,(y) < 0 for 
y close to 1. By the same argument d, has no zeroes, except for y = 1. 
The discussion above proves that, according to the implicit function theorem, there exists 
5 E C’(0, x0) such that 
g2k i(x)) = 0 
and 
&I2 (x7 Y) 
ay > 0 vx E (0, x0), Y =rcG (2.16) 
since a unique zero of function d:(y) is placed at interval (c(x), 1). Inequalities (2.13) and (2.16) imply 
that c’ > 0. We have proved that 
g2 (x, y) 2 0 for y 2 i(x), (2.17) 
g2ky)dO forydi(x) m-x2x0. (2.18) 
As a consequence of (2.12) and (2.14) we also note that g2(x, x) < 0 d g2(x, 2x) for x E [0, 41. 
We may transform gl: 
g1 (x, y) = a(y)(coshpx - 1) + b(y) sinhpx 
= 2 sinhipx(a(y)sinhpfx + b(y)coshpix) = 2 sinhipxg2 (fx, y), 
and use (2.17) and (2.18) to obtain 
gr (x, y) 2 0, for x E CO, $1 or (x E (4, 2x0] and y 2 C(fx)), 
g1 (x, y) < 0, otherwise. 
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Moreover, 
agO 
ax (x9 y) = pgl (x, y) 2 0 for x d y < 3, (2.19) 
and therefore go(x, y) is an increasing function of x for x < y Q 2 I. Since go(O, y) = 0, it follows that 
gob, y) 2 0 for x < y < 3, especially go(y, y) 2 0 for y < , 3. Symmetry with respect to 3 implies that 
go(x, x) > 0 for x > 4. For fixed y E [j, 11, go(x, y) increases to 25- r (y), and decreases to x = y, 
therefore go(x, y) B 0 for y 2 3, i.e., go(x, y) 2 0, for x Q y, x, y E [0, 11. 
2.2. Interpolation error for Hermite spline in tension 
Let us define functions 
#Ax, Y) = 1 &(X9 YIP for x < y, gr(l -x,1 -y), for x>y, r = 0, 1,2,3, 
and find bounds on integrals 
G(x) = s 1 I&ky)ldy, r=0,1,2,3. 0 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
It is important to note that C,(x) is symmetrical with respect to 3: 
s 
1-x 
C,(l - x) = IgJx, 1 -y)ldy + o 
s 
:, IgAl - x,y)Idy 
= - 
s 
1 lg,(x, u)ldu - 1’ Ig,.(l - x, 1 - u)ldu = C,(x). 
X 
Therefore, it is sufficient to consider C, only on a half of the interval [0, 11. 
Since go is positive, 
Co(x)= 
s 
lIlo(x,Y)Idy= Xgo(l-xJ-yWy+ 
0 s 0 s 
1 
gob,y)dy. (2.22) 
x 
Let c,(z) = C,(i(l - z)). On performing the integration in (2.22): 
co(z) = (2 cash :pz - :pz2 sinh :p + ip sinh $p - 2 cash :p) (ip cash ip - sinh ip). 
(2.23) 
Since co is even, we can consider only z E [0, 11. By Lemma 2.1 CA d 0 for z E [O, 11, CO is 
decreasing, and therefore has a maximum at z = 0, i.e., x = 4. We conclude that 
C,(x) < C,(i) = 4 sinh :p ($p cash ap - sinh ip) (ip cash :p - sinh ip). (2.24) 
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Next we obtain bounds on ji 1 aI (x, y)l dy. For x E [f, l] 
C,(x) = 
s 
1 I&(x,Y)Idy 
0 
x C(xI2) 1 
= 
s 
gl(l --x,1 -Y)dy- cdw9dy + 
0 s x s 
5( 
x 
,2) gl(x,y)dy 
x 
= s gl(l -x,1 -y)dy- 0 s 1 1 dw)dy + 2 x s r( x ,2) sl(x, y)dy. 
Taking into account (2.19) and (2.22), we obtain: 
Cb(x)=p - 
(s 
‘gl(l -x,1 -y)dy+ 
0 
j;sdX,yW)+goU -x,1 -xl--gok4 
=p 
(1 
- ; g1(1-~,1--y)dy+ J; g,baWy). 
Let 
fO=/ 
1 
1x r( 
X 
,2) 91 (xv y)dy. 
Then (2.26) shows that 
Cl(X) = 2 fl (x) - ; C;,(x). 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
By Lemma 2.1 c,!,(y) has a maximum at - y,, y. = (2/p) arccosh (2/p) sinh (+p), so - Cb(x) has 
a maximum at X 0 = -&l + yO). Thus 
-iC/,(x)< -iCb(Zo)=2(y0sinh:p-sinhipyo)(ipcoship-sinhip). 
Since 
flw=P l 
s s 
1 
gz(x, yhb - + sl(x, l (ix>> r’ (ix> = P 
rw2) 
r( 
X 
,2) gz(x, y)dy d 0, 
fl is decreasing in [j, l] and fl (x) < fl (4). Now ((4) = 3 implies that 
fl (3) = (cash pp - 1) 
s 
1 1 
a(y) dy + sinh fp 
112 s 112 
b(y)dy = i sinh fp(ap cash $p - sinh $p)“. 
On substituting bounds for C;(x) and fl, we get: 
Cl (x) < 2 (’ (isinhfp)sinh:p-a Jsinh2ip-((3p)2)(3pcosh$p-sinhip) p arccosh 
+ i sinh &p ($p cash $p - sinh tp)‘, (2.27) 
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where we have used the identity 
sinh ipyO = cash’ +pyO - 1 = ; sinh’ f~ - ( +P)~. 
Let us consider g2 (x, y). For x E [0, 41 
5(x) 1 x 
C,(x) = - s gzb, Y)~Y + s g2(1 - x, 1 - YVy x i( x ) g2k Y) dy - s 0 
s x =- g2 (x, Y) dy + g2(1 -x,1 -y)dy 0 x )gdx, y)dy. (2.28) 
We take a derivative of (2.26) to obtain 
1 
C;;(x) = p2 (S 92 (xv y) dy + x s x g2(1 -x, 1 -y)dy , 0 > 
and (2.28) becomes 
1 
C,(x) = 2&f,(x) -i G(x), 
P 
where 
./i(x) = J;: 
x 
) gz(x> y)dy. 
Function f2 is decreasing: 
.fm=Pjl g3hy)dy - g2kCW)i'W = P 
i(x) s 
1 
gs(x, Y)dy d 0, 
i(x) 
and has a maximum at x = 0: 
h(x) <fi(O) = [I g2(0,y)dy = 1: Wdy =$cosh& - sinhh)‘. 
On the other hand, function 
- $ C;(x) = - i ( ip cash fp (1 - 2x) - sinh ip) (fp cash ip - sinh fp) 
is increasing, and has a maximum at x = 3. The bound on C,(x) is therefore 
C,(X) < % (ip cash ip - sinh ip)’ + % (sinh ip - 4~) (ip cash 8p - sinh ip) . (2.29) 
For x < y, g3(x, y) is negative, implying that 
C,(x)= )3ky)ldy= - 
s s 
xg3U-xJ-y)dy- 
s 
lg3GwWy. 
0 x 
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A straightforward computation leads to 
CJ (i(l - z)) = ; (- ip cash f~ - sinh jp) (cash f~ - cash 3pz + ~PZ sinh tpz) 
+ 2 cash &z (cash jp - cash ipz + $p (z2 - 1) sinh &). 
Functions 
f3 (z) = cash +p - cash $pz + ipz sinh $pz and 
h3 (z) = cash &I - cash ipz + bp (z’ - 1) sinh 4~ 
are even and, for z E [0, 11, they are both increasing: 
f;(z) = bp2z cash ipz > 0, for z > 0 
h;(z) = $p (z sinh ip - sinh fpz) 2 0, for z E [0, 11. 
C,(X) has a maximum at z = 1 (x = 0): 
C,(x) d C,(O) = 2 sinh fp (ip cash $p - sinh 4~). (2.30) 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From (2.4) and (2.20), we conclude that 
where the constant K and the functions C, are defined by (2.5) and (2.21), respectively. Proof follows 
on substitution of the bounds (2.24), (2.27), (2.29), and (2.30). 0 
3. C2 spline in tension interpolant 
3.1. Fundamental splines 
Following [4] we introduce fundamental splines in tension, i.e., let u and w be splines in tension 
satisfying 
U(Xi) = W(Xi) = 0, i = 0, .**) n, 
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and let them satisfy either 
V’(0) = w’(1) = 0, V”(0) = ( - 1)” w”( 1) = 1 (3.1) 
or 
u”(0) = WN (1) = 0, v’(0) = (- l)“+’ w’(1) = 1. (3.2) 
Neither u nor w are identically zero on [0, l] and u’(xi) u’(xi+ r ) < 0. We leave the proof (analogous 
to that in [4]) to the reader. By partial integration 
s xi U’ (Xi) U” (Xi) = 0 
The same argument may be applied to w, and we get 
Sgn U’(Xi) = Sgn U”(Xf) = (- l)i, i = 1, . . , , n, 
-SgllW’(Xi)=SgIIW”(Xi)=(-l)i, i=O,...,n- 1. 
Let us define 
D(Xi) = -W”(Xi)U’(Xi) + W’(Xi)U”(Xi), i = 0, ..., y1. (3.3) 
Since w”(xi)u’(xi) and w’(xi)u”(xi) are of the opposite sign for i = 1, . . . , n - 1, and one of them 
vanishes for i = 0 and i = n, it follows that 
ID( = Iw”(x~)u’(x~)[ + Iw’(x~)u”(x~)[. 
Let eE C4[xj, Xj+l] and 
e(Xj) = e(Xj+ 1) = 0. 
Taking into account A”u = 0 and u(xi) = 0, by partial integration we obtain 
(3.4) 
s X1+1 u(x)A”e(x)dx = [ -u’(x)e”(x) + u”(x)e’(x)]I=::+~. (3.5) xj 
Differential equation &Ye(x) = 1 accompanied with the boundary conditions (3.4) has a two 
parameter family of solutions: 
For CI = fl = (hj/pj)4/sinh pj, e satisfies e”(xj) = e”(xj+ 1) = 0 and 
(3.6) 
e’(Xj) = 3 Cl (Pj), 
3 
J 
e’(Xj+l) = ->cl(Pj)7 
i 
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where 
(3.7) 
For such a choice of e, (3.5) yields 
s 
xj+l 
c1 (Pj) u(x)dx = - (U”(Xj+l) + U”(Xj))- h; . 
xj Pi’ 
(3.8) 
For another choice of c1 and /I: 
M= 
h j” 
pi” sinh pj 
(1 + +pj tanh ipi), B= p4 sfih p (1 - ;Pj tad tkPj> 7 
J j 
e satisfies e’ (Xj+ 1 ) = 0, d(xj) = 2hf Cl ( pj)/pf, and 
-e”(Xj) = dt(Xj+l)=$C2(Pjl, 
i 
where 
~2 (pj) = ipj tanh ipj. 
Eq. (3.5) yields 
s 
xj+l 
C2 (Pj) u(x)dx = -(U’(Xj+l) + U’(Xj))- 
2Cl (Pj) hi’ - Un (Xj) - hi”. 
xj Pj’ P; 
Let 
N(X) = ni, ni > 0 for X E [Xi, Xi+ I), 
be a step function, and let us define constants 
p1 =m;x(shz) and p2=yx(2h:). 
By (3.8), since u”(O) > 0 
dx = ‘il (_ 1)‘; ‘j+’ u(x)dx 
j=O J s Xj 
i- 1 
< C (- l)‘+’ (U”(Xj) + U”(Xj+ 1)) 
j=O 
ry(~h:) 
= ((- l)iU”(Xi) - U”(O))pl < IU”(Xi)(pl. 
Similarly, by (3.10), since u’(O) 2 0 
xi o(x) 
s l-l 
i-l 
o N(x) 
dx < ((- l)‘u’(xi) - u’(O))/12 - C lu”(xj)l y hy < lu’(xi)lp2. 
j=O j j 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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The same type of argument leads to 
l w(x) s l-l dx < Iw”(xi)(pI and dX < Iw’(Xi)p2. xi N (X) 
For X E [0, l] and Xi E II, we define kernels 
W(*)(Xi) U(X) 
Kr(X9 Xi) = 
D(Xi) ’ x < xiy 
D(‘)(Xi) W(X) 
I = 1,2. 
D(Xi) ’ x ’ xiy 
Then 
sbI”~~~i)idX=‘~~~~~‘~*~i l$$~dx+‘;)(@;;‘~~;~$jdx 
< lw(‘)(xi)l Iv (3-‘)(Xi)lp, + lY@‘)(Xi)l IW(3-‘)(Xi)lPr = . ID( 
p r7 
whence 
Kr II II N G(Pi) p-r, t = 1 2 <pr=max- , * L, [O. 11 i nip,’ ’ (3.12) 
Lemma3.1. LeteEC2[0,1]n~=,C4(Xi-l, Xi) vanish at all xi E l7, and let it satisfy the homogene- 
ous boundary conditions of Type I: 
e’(0) = e’(1) = 0 
or Type II : 
eN (0) = e” (1) = 0. 
Thenforr= 1,2and i=O,...,n 
1 e@)(Xi) 1 < max pl hi G(pi) 4-111 dtre 11~ and 
i i 
le’r’(xi)l < max C,(pi)h~-rllJPeII,. 
i 
Proof. Eq. (3.5) and e E C2 [0, l] imply 
s 
Xi 
V(X)&f"e(X)dX = -V’(Xi)e”(Xi) + V”(Xi)e’(Xi), 
0 
s 
1 
W(X)J%“e(X) dX = W'(Xi)f?"(Xi) - W#(Xi)e'(Xi). 
xi 
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Note that in the case of Type I, o’(O) = e’(0) = w’(1) = e’(1) = 0, and in the case of Type II 
u”(0) = e”(0) = e”(1) = w”(1) = 0. Solving for e’(xi) and e”(xi) yields 
f?(Xi) = 
w”(xi) jz ~(x)M”e(x)dx + I” Et, w(x)&Ye(x)dx 
D(xi) 
7 
e”(Xi) = 
w’(xi) jz ~(~)J”e(x)dx + u’(xi) ji, w(x)d”e(x)dx 
D(xi) 
3 
whence 
1 
e(‘)(x.) = I s K,(x, Xi) A”e(x) dx = 0 s 1 Ktx, xi) 0 N(x) N(x).M”e(x)dx, r = 1,2. 
Proof of the lemma follows from (3.12) on substituting ni = 1 (ni = h?/p?). 0 
3.2. Interpolation error for spline in tension 
Let us introduce the following notation: 
q(x) = 1 - x, Iclitx) = 
sinh pix - x sinh pi 
sinhpi - pi ’ 
yfp.l = Pi COShPi - sinhpi 
I sinh Pi - Pi ’ 
_ X-Xi 
x= hi ’ 
h = hi, P = Pi, Y = Y(Pi), ‘J’(X) = $i(X)* 
For any function f E C1 [0, l] let 
f; =f(xi) and h’ =f’(xi), i=O,...,n. 
Hermite spline in tension u for function f is on [xi, xi+ r] given by 
u(x) =_L VW + 
[ 
w!) - tit1 - 3 
Y-1 1 [ 
+h+1 VU-x”)-- ti(x”) - w - 3 
Y-1 1 
+.ii’ x E [xi, xi+ 11. 
As in [4] we consider u - s, where s is the C2 spline in tension interpolating f: The spline u - s is 
then the Hermite spline interpolating the error function e =f- s. 
Lemma 3.2. For f E C2 [0, l] fly=, C4(Xi- 1, xi), let u be the Hermite, and s the C2 spline in tension, 
interpolating f at xi E Z7. Zf s satisjes boundary conditions of Type Z (Type II), then for x E [Xi, Xi+ 1-J 
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the following estimates hold true: 
[U(‘)(X) - s(‘)(x)I < hi-” Gr(pi) max 
[ 
%(ipj- tanhipj) II&~/l, 
j Pj 1 
and 
Iu(‘)(x) - s(“)(x)[ < h!-‘G,(pi)max z(:P, - tanhipj) 1 IIJ”f Iloo, r = 0, 1,2, 3, i 
where G, are de$ned by (1.8)-(1.11). 
Proof. The error function vanishes at the mesh points, and thus 
U(X)- s(x)= & (e; W) - el+ 1 W1 - f)), 
where 
Y(Z) = lj(Z) - ylj(l - X). 
From (3.13), for r = 0, 1,2, 3, we get 
Iu(‘)(x) - s(‘)(x)I < max(leil, le~+rl> 5 (I ‘y”‘(Z)1 + I Y”“(1 - x”)l). 
To obtain bounds for (3.14), let us define functions 
sinhp - p 
h,(x) = pr Y”‘(X) 7 H,(x) = IW)l + IW - Nl. 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
By symmetry of H, with respect to x = t, it is enough to consider x E [0, 31. 
Let us first find a bound on Hz. Function hz (x) = sinh px - y sinh p( 1 - x) is strictly increasing 
and has a unique zero tl : 
1 
tl = - arctanh WhP < 1 
P l+ycoshp * 
Since 
hz(f)=(l-y)sinhip<O=hZ(tI), 
tl lies in (3, 11. For x E,[O, 1 - tl] 
Hz(x) = -hz(x) + hz(l - x) = (y + 1) (sinhp(1 - x) - sinhpx), 
and Hz is decreasing, thus 
Hz(x) < Hz(O) = (y + 1)sinhp. 
For x E [l - tl, tl], function Hz is given by 
Hz(x) = - h2(x) - hz(l - x) = (y - l)[sinhpx + sinhp(1 - x)], 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
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and it is convex since H;’ 2 0, therefore Hz assumes maximum values at the ends. We conclude that 
Hz(x) < Hz(O) = (y + 1) sinhp, x E [0, 11. (3.18) 
Let us now find a bound on HI. Zeroes of hI are the roots of 
(1 + y cash p) cash px - y sinh p sinh px = yy + 1). 
The identity 
(1 + y coshp)’ - (y sinh p)’ = 1 + y2 + 2y cash p, 
enables us to transform (3.19) to 
coshpt, coshpx - sinhpt, sinhpx = (y + 1) 
sinh p 
~(1 + y2 + 2ycoshp) 
= cash 8 
(6 > 0), where tI is defined by (3.16). Eq. (3.19) is equivalent to 
coshp(x - tr) = cash 8, 
and the roots are x = tl f 8/p. Since x = 1 is one root, and tI < 1, the other root is 
t2 = t1 - $ = 2t, - 1. 
Since 
sinhp - p 
h(O) = p (r2 - 1) > 0, 
and 
h,(3) = CY + 1) 
p cash ip - sinh p = (y + 1)2 cash ip 
P P 
(:p - sinh :p) < 0, 
we conclude that t2 < 3. For x E [0, t2], function HI is 
and 
For 
and 
H,(x) = h,(x) - hr(l -x) = (y - l)[coshp(l -x) - coshpx], 
since HI is decreasing 
H,(x)<H,(O)=(y-l)(coshp-l)=(y-l)(y+l) 
sinhp - p 
p . 
x E Ct2,1 - t21 
H,(x) = -h,(x) - hl(l -x) = $’ [2 sinhp - p(coshpx + coshp(1 - x))], 
therefore . 
max H,(~)=Hl(t)=~(~+~)pco~~~~(sinh~p--~p). 
xoCt,,l --a 
(3.19) 
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According to 
Hl(Q - Hl (3) = 
2cosh:p cosh$p(y + 1) 
p 
($p cash $p - sinh &I) > 0, 
it follows that 
Hl (4 G (r2 - 1) 
sinhp - p 
P ’ 
x E [O, 11. (3.20) 
Let us find a bound on Ho. The function ho (x) = sinh px - y sinh p( 1 - x) - 
(y + 1)x sinhp + y sinhp has two zeroes, 0 and 1, these being the only zeroes, since hb = hi/p has 
a unique zero in (0,l). As I&(O) = (y2 - 1)/p > 0, it follows that h,(x) B 0 for x E [0, 11, and 
H,(x) = h,,(x) + h,,(l - x) = (y - l)(sinhp - (sinhpx + sinhp(1 - x))). 
Maximum of Ho is at x = 4, whence 
Ho(x)~(y-1)(sinhp-2sinh:p)=(y-l)2sinh:p(cosh:p-1). 
Finally, 
h3(x) = coshpx + ycoshp(1 -x) > 0, 
(3.21) 
which implies that 
H3(x) = h3(x) + hJ(l -x) = (y + l)[coshpx + coshp(1 - x)]. 
Since H;(x) = p2H3(x) 2 0, H3 is convex, assuming maxima at the ends of [0, 13. Therefore 
Hs(x) < H3(0) < (y + l)(coshp + 1). (3.22) 
Using G, (1.8)-(1.11) and (3.18), (3.20)-(3.22), the bounds on H, can be written as 
r 
(sir&p _:~(~2 _ 1) Hr(x) G G,(P), 
and (3.14) leads to 
I@(X) - S(')(X)1 < hi-‘G,(pi)max lei1. 
j 
The proof follows on applying Lemma 3.1 to 1 e;I. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The bound on error for C2 interpolating spline in tension is now easily 
obtained by triangle inequality from Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 3.2. 0 
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